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The Beginning
The year 2017 marked the 50th 

anniversary of the creation of the 
Central Intelligence Agency’s Office 
of Strategic Research (OSR). The 
office was established by Director 
of Central Intelligence (DCI) Rich-
ard Helms and Deputy Director for 
Intelligence (DDI) R. Jack Smith on 
1 July 1967 to bring together analysts 
responsible for military analysis in 
the CIA’s Directorate of Intelligence 
(DI—now called the Directorate of 
Analysis). These analysts were previ-
ously located in two DI components: 
the military division of the Office of 
Current Intelligence (OCI), led by 
Bruce C. Clarke Jr., and the military 
economic research area of the Office 
of Research and Reports (ORR), led 
by Roland S. Inlow. Clarke became 
the first head of the new OSR and In-
low was appointed his deputy. OSR’s 
mission was to provide the DCI with 
independent CIA assessments of for-
eign strategic military threats to US 
national security interests, primarily 
those from the Soviet Union and 
Communist China. A key exception at 
the time was analysis of the Vietnam 
conflict, which remained the purview 
of other CIA components.

R. Jack Smith has written the
following about the creation of OSR 
in his book The Unknown CIA :a

a. Russell Jack Smith, The Unknown CIA:
My Three Decades with the Agency (Poto-
mac Books, 1989), 172–73.

I picked Bruce Clarke Jr., a sharp, 
aggressive man, to study the feasi-
bility and advantages of combin-
ing the separate groups into a sin-
gle office, and on the strength of 
his report, I created the Office of 
Strategic Research under Clarke’s 
leadership. This was considered 
a bold stroke. By longstanding 
custom, and for a time, mutual 
consent, military affairs was held 
to be the exclusive province of the 
armed forces. Military intelligence 
was thought to be too specialized, 
too arcane for mere civilians. . . . 
Unfortunately for this concept, the 
military services throughout the 
1950s and 1960s had consistently 
displayed an inability to make 
objective, dispassionate judgments 
regarding the strategic threat. . . . 
For reasons easy to perceive, 
military intelligence analysts in-
variably leaned toward the worst 
case, the maximum conceivable 
threat. . . . I knew that the Pres-
ident and the National Security 
Council (NSC) were ill-served by 
such work. It was time for CIA to 
assume the role in military affairs 
it had already established in inter-
national political and economic 
realms. The Office of Strategic 
Research constituted a statement 
to other intelligence agencies that 
CIA had a professional compe-
tence in strategic military affairs. 
Under Clarke, it soon became a 
strong voice in the field.

CIA’s Office of Strategic Research: A Brief History

Robert D. Vickers Jr.

Eyes on the Soviet Bear

The mission of the 
Office of Strategic Re-
search was to provide 
the DCI with an inde-
pendent CIA assess-

ment of foreign strate-
gic military threats to 

US national security in-
terests, primarily those 
from the Soviet Union 
and Communist China.

Editor’s note: This content previously 
appeared in a commemorative booklet 
published by the Center for the Study of 
Intelligence in October 2017.
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During its 15-year existence, from 
mid-1967 to late 1981, OSR played 
a key role in providing in-depth mili-
tary analysis and current intelligence 
reporting to senior policymakers on 
a variety of national security issues. 
These included the strategic military 
threats the Soviet Bloc and Com-
munist China posed, arms control 
measures and treaty verification, and 
various regional military conflicts 
and crises such as the Czechoslova-
kia crisis in 1968, the Arab-Israeli 
War in 1973, and the Soviet invasion 
of Afghanistan in 1979.

The office grew to become one of 
the largest and most productive in the 
DI, and its leadership drew some of 
the best and the brightest. Many of its 
managers would go on to hold some 
of the highest positions in CIA and 
the Intelligence Community (IC), and 
the agency’s strategic military and 
military-economic analysis would 
continue to play key policy support 
roles to the end of the Cold War.

v v v

The Bruce Clarke Era

Bruce Clarke was a demanding 
and inspirational leader. He insisted 
on rigorous research and analysis and 
rewarded good intelligence produc-
tion. Clarke knew all his analysts 
by name, along with their strengths 
and weaknesses, and he wanted his 
managers to do likewise. Clarke 
also supported regular training and 
rotational assignments to improve 
analytic expertise and promote career 
development. Finally, he insisted that 
all OSR analysts work closely with 
other components in CIA and the IC 
that contributed to OSR’s research 
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and production efforts. In 1967, in 
CIA these included OCI, the Offices 
of Economic Research (OER) and 
Basic and Geographic Intelligence, 
the Imagery Analysis Service, and 
the National Photographic Interpreta-
tion Center (NPIC), and the Central 
Reference Service, all in the DI. The 
Office of Scientific Intelligence (OSI) 
and the Foreign Missile and Space 
Analysis Center in the Directorate 
of Science and Technology (DS&T) 
also were close OSR partners, as was 
the National Security Agency (NSA) 
in the Defense Department.

OSR was able to hit the ground 
running because it was staffed with 
experienced managers and analysts 
from OCI and ORR. It was initially 
organized into a small front office 
staff and four working divisions. (See 
graphic The Regional Analysis Divi-
sion did current intelligence reporting 
on global military issues and crises. 
The Strategic Forces Division was 
led by Robert Hastings and Clarence 
Baier, and it focused on Soviet offen-
sive and defensive missile and space 
systems. The Theater Forces Divi-
sion was run by Eugene Leggett and 
W. Randolph Payne, and it covered 
Soviet Bloc air, naval, and ground 
forces as well as China. Finally, the 
Programs Analysis Division was 
under John Paisley and John Godaire, 
and it concentrated on the Soviet 
defense budget, including strategy 
and trends, military expenditures, and 
cost analysis.

During the administration of 
President Lyndon Johnson, Secretary 
of Defense Robert McNamara had 
wanted detailed intelligence from 
CIA on Soviet Bloc and Chinese 
military forces and expenditures 
in support of US defense budget 
planning. The advent of President 

Richard Nixon’s administration in 
January 1969 created a whole new set
of demands for military intelligence 
support. Henry Kissinger, the new 
assistant to the president for nation-
al security affairs, wanted detailed 
military intelligence on a wide va-
riety of issues in support of broader 
national security policy planning. 
These issues included the expansion 
of Soviet strategic influence in the 
Third World, the growth of China’s 
military capabilities, and the pursuit 
of new arms control agreements with 
the Soviet Union.

Kissinger created several new 
mechanisms to oversee national secu-
rity policy on matters relating to mili-
tary decisionmaking. The first was the 
National Security Study Memoran-
dum (NSSM) process, which involved 
detailed analysis of the military threats 
to US strategic interests around the 
world and the appropriate US force 
posture in response. Another was the 
Defense Policy Review Committee 
(DPRC), created to undertake detailed 
studies of US defense programs and 
future force levels. In addition, be-
cause this was a period of détente with 
the USSR, Kissinger created intelli-
gence verification panels to support 
the new Strategic Arms Limitation 
Talks (SALT) and Mutual Balanced 
Force Reduction (MBFR) negotiations 
with the Soviet Union.

Under Clarke’s strong leadership, 
OSR soon began to provide critical 
intelligence support to the Nixon 
administration’s new strategic policy 
planning process and arms control 
efforts. OSR also began to provide 
more detailed information to the 
Office of National Estimates (ONE) 

for new National Intelligence Esti-
mates (NIEs) on Soviet and Chinese 
military forces and capabilities. The 
Nixon White House had sharply 
criticized the 1969 NIE on Soviet 
strategic forces for lacking adequate 
intelligence input. A new format 
was established for the 1970 Soviet 
strategic forces NIE that included 
much more detailed intelligence and 
alternative outcomes. At the same 
time, DCI Helms decided to involve 
OSR and the DS&T more directly in 
drafting a CIA group contribution to 
the Soviet military estimates. As a 
result of these changes, a much more 
comprehensive NIE was issued in 
early 1971. President Nixon then sent 
a note to Helms commending him 
and the entire IC for a “particularly 
useful” estimate.a

OSR was able to hit the ground running because it was 
staffed with experienced managers and analysts from OCI 
and ORR.

On 1 July 1972, OSR celebrated 
its fifth anniversary. Although Helms 
was not able to attend the event, he 
sent OSR officers a brief letter of 
congratulations. (See next page.) 
During this period, the office had 
grown by about a third to nearly 200 
people. A special assistant to the 
Director for Strategic Arms Talks had 
been added to the front office staff 
to oversee OSR support to the SALT 
negotiations. The former Strategic 
and Theater Divisions had been 
combined into a new, large Soviet 

a. Declassified excerpts from these and oth-
er NIEs to which OSR contributed can be 
found in a CIA document release in 1996, 
Intentions and Capabilities: Estimates on 
Soviet Strategic Forces, 1950–1983 (CIA 
History Staff, 1996), available at https://
www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-
of-intelligence/csi-publications/books-and-
monographs/Est%20on%20Soviet%20
Strategic.pdf.
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and Eastern European Forces Divi-
sion, and a smaller Asian Communist 
Forces Division had been added to 
meet growing demands from the 
Nixon administration for strategic in-
telligence on China and North Korea. 
Clarke produced an annual report for 
the DCI each year beginning in 1968. 
In his 1972 report, Clarke enumerat-
ed OSR’s major tasks during the pre-
vious five years, showing the ways 
in which OSR supported national 
security policymakers with NSSMs 
and NIEs, provided direct support to 
the SALT and MBFR negotiations, 
and produced research reports and 
current intelligence items on foreign 
military programs and developments. 
Clarke tracked OSR intelligence 
production closely, and he noted that 
it had reached all-time highs as 1972 
drew to a close.

Little did Clarke know that major 
changes in CIA were about to take 
place during the next year that would 
result in his departure the following 
September. In February 1973, newly 
reelected President Nixon asked 
DCI Helms to resign and become 
US ambassador to Iran. Replacing 
Helms was James Schlesinger, who 
had been assistant director of the 
Bureau of the Budget and then head 
of the Atomic Energy Commission. 
During Schlesinger’s brief tenure, 
Clarke oversaw the establishment of 
a new Military-Economic Advisory 
Panel (MEAP) of civilian econom-
ic experts, created in response to 
the Defense Intelligence Agency’s 
criticism of OSR’s analysis of Soviet 
defense spending. Although the first 
MEAP report in 1974 generally 
supported CIA’s assessment, this was 
only the beginning of a long series of 

The Middle Years

Pentagon and other outside challeng-
es to CIA’s defense costing efforts 
that would last the next two decades.

President Nixon announced 
suddenly in May 1973 that he was 
making Schlesinger his new secre-
tary of defense and replacing him 
with William Colby, who was then 
CIA’s deputy director for operations. 
The change took place in Septem-
ber 1973, and, soon after, Clarke 
left OSR at Schlesinger’s request 
to become his representative to the 
new MBFR talks in Vienna. One 
of Clarke’s last official acts was to 
create a new Strategic Evaluation 
Center (SEC) in OSR to do integrat-
ed analysis of the national security 
policy of the Soviet Union and other 
key foreign countries and to provide 
net force assessments to the NSC 
staff. The SEC was originally headed 
by Fritz Ermarth, whom Schlesinger 
had brought to his staff from RAND, 
and it was later briefly headed by 
Robert Gates, who went on to be-
come both the DCI and the Secretary 
of Defense.

Clarke’s departure from OSR 
ended a six-year span of sustained 
strong leadership. Many of the offi-
cers who worked for him during that 
time regarded him as one of the best 
CIA leaders they ever knew, both in 
substantive knowledge and person-
nel management. During OSR’s last 
eight years, it continued to provide 
strong strategic military intelligence 
and current intelligence support to 
national security policymakers and 

to arms control negotiations and 
treaty verification efforts. However, 
it also came under powerful attack 
from Congress and critics inside and 
outside the government who believed 
that OSR was underestimating the 
strategic military threat the Soviet 
Union posed.

Until its demise in October 1981, 
OSR had four more directors and 
one acting director. Three of the new 
directors—Henry Knoche, Richard 
Lehman, and Sidney Graybeal—were 
experienced CIA managers who 
had held previous senior intelli-
gence positions. The acting director, 
Noel Firth, and OSR’s last director, 
Robert M. “Rae” Huffstutler, were 
DI analysts who joined OSR at its 
creation and rose through the ranks. 
Including Clarke, these six heads of 
OSR served under five presidents—
Johnson, Nixon, Gerald Ford, Jimmy 
Carter, and Ronald Reagan—and 
under six DCIs—Helms, Schlesinger, 
Colby, George H.W. Bush, Stansfield 
Turner, and William Casey.

Five of the six OSR directors 
moved on to more senior positions 
in CIA. Clarke became the director 
of the National Foreign Assessment 
Center (NFAC) in 1979 after he 
returned to CIA under DCI Turner. 
Knoche served as the deputy DCI 
under George H.W. Bush in 1976. 
Lehman was the deputy to the DCI 
for National Intelligence under Bush 
and then chairman of the National 
Intelligence Council (NIC) when 
Turner formed it in 1979. Firth be-
came the first director of the Office of 
Imagery Analysis in 1977. Graybeal 
came to OSR after a distinguished 
career as an arms control negotia-
tor, and after he retired from CIA 
in 1979, he was appointed to the 
Defense Policy Board. Huffstutler 

Little did Clarke know that major changes in CIA were 
about to take place during the next year that would result 
in his departure the following September.
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became the director of the new Office 
of Soviet Analysis (SOVA) in the DI 
after OSR was abolished in 1981, 
then became head of NPIC starting 
in 1984, served as the deputy director 
for administration (DDA) in 1988, 
and finally became CIA’s executive 
director in 1992.

One of Knoche’s first official acts 
as director of OSR in October 1973 
was to announce a reorganization that 
created two new divisions—the Sovi-
et Strategic Forces Division to focus 
on SALT support, and the Theater 
Forces Division to address MBFR 
issues. Clarke had planned the reor-
ganization before he left for Vienna 
to join the MBFR negotiations, and 
he had selected the managers for 
the divisions. He also created a new 
Asian Programs Branch in the East-
ern Forces Division to expand OSR’s 
analysis of Chinese military strategy 
and doctrine in the region, and he 

added North Korea to the countries 
of interest. Clarke thus left Knoche 
with an expanded office and a strong 
team of experienced managers and 
new branch chiefs.

Knoche was called up to the 
DCI’s office in mid-1974 to do spe-
cial tasks for DCI Colby in response 
to congressional investigations of 
CIA that occurred in the aftermath 
of the Watergate scandal. As a result, 
Firth, who replaced Paisley as the 
deputy director in July 1974, was 
required to run OSR for an extended 
period. Knoche never returned to the 
office and was replaced by Leh-
man in June 1975. Shortly after his 
appointment, Lehman—like Knoche 
before him—was also detailed to the 
DCI’s office for a special assignment 
and never returned to OSR. As a 

result, Firth ran the office unofficially 
beginning in mid-1975. In January 
1976, President Ford replaced Colby 
with George H.W. Bush, and Lehman 
joined the new DCI’s staff. Firth 
was then officially appointed acting 
director of OSR, a post he held until 
Graybeal arrived in November 1976.

Firth had a background in CIA 
and OSR as a military costing expert, 
which served him well during his ten-
ure as acting director. In early 1976, 
CIA announced that it had completed 
a major upward revision in its ruble 
estimate of Soviet military spending 
during the period 1970 to 1975. Not 
only was the Soviet defense budget 
significantly larger than previously 
estimated, but so was the percentage 
of Soviet GNP devoted to defense. 
The revision had been done jointly 
by a team of OSR and OER ana-
lysts based on new ruble price and 
cost data rather than the discovery 
of new Soviet defense programs. 
Firth strongly defended the revised 
spending estimate in his book on the 
subject, Soviet Defense Spending 
(coauthored with James Noren), but 
he acknowledges that the shock of 
the abrupt change created a lasting 
skepticism about the accuracy of 
CIA’s analysis of the Soviet defense 
spending.a

Unfortunately, the upward revi-
sion of Soviet defense spending in 
rubles came at a time when the Pres-
ident’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory 
Board (PFIAB) was challenging the 

a. Noel E. Firth and James H. Noren, Soviet 
Defense Spending: A History of CIA Esti-
mates, 1950–1990 (Texas A&M University 
Press, 1998), 59–66.

Firth had a background in CIA and OSR as a military cost-
ing expert, which served him well during his tenure as 
acting director.

The T-72 became the main battle tank for the Soviet Union beginning in the 1970s. It was 
purchased by many Soviet client states and was used in numerous conflicts worldwide.
The image above is a work of a US Air Force Airman taken as part of that person’s official duties, and as such is in 
the public domain in the United States.
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accuracy of all CIA Soviet strategic 
intelligence estimates done during the 
previous decade. In May 1976, DCI 
Bush agreed to a PFIAB request that 
the 1976 Soviet strategic estimate 
be done using competitive analysis 
from two teams: Team A from the 
IC and Team B from outside experts. 
Separate A and B teams addressed 
three key issues; two of them were 
technical, and one was political, on 
Soviet strategic objectives. It fell 
on the new National Intelligence 
Officer (NIO) for Strategic Programs, 
Howard Stoertz, and the former 
OSR deputy director John Paisley, to 
oversee the effort. The competitive 
analysis on Soviet strategic objec-
tives was by far the most contentious 
and had the most lasting political 
impact. The Team B effort was led 
by a conservative Harvard professor, 
Richard Pipes, and they issued their 
final report in December 1976. It was 
a report that challenged the whole se-
ries of CIA Soviet strategic estimates 
for characterizing Soviet strategic 
intentions as defensive rather than 
offensive in nature.a

a. The Team B episode is covered in depth 
in Raymond L. Garthoff, “Estimating 
Soviet Military Intentions and Capabil-
ities” in Watching the Bear: Essays on 
CIA’s Analysis of the Soviet Union, Gerald 
K. Haines and Robert E. Leggett, eds. 
(Center for the Study of Intelligence, 2002), 
159–63.Available at https://www.cia.gov/
library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/
csi-publications/books-and-monographs/
watching-the-bear-essays-on-cias-analy-
sis-of-the-soviet-union/. The documents 
produced by the exercise are reproduced on 
pages 335–90 in the aforementioned release 
of NIEs, footnote a on page 41.

By the time Team B had issued its 
report, Sayre Stevens had replaced Ed 
Proctor as DDI in June 1976. Stevens 
had a strong technical background in 
the DS&T and had been its deputy 
director from January 1974 until 
May 1976. Stevens then appointed 
Graybeal to run OSR with Firth as his 
deputy in November 1976. Gray-
beal also came to OSR with a strong 
technical background and experience 
as an arms control negotiator with 
the State Department, and he was 
a logical choice to oversee OSR’s 
continued contributions to the SALT 
and MBFR negotiations. Lehman and 
Graybeal both criticized the Team B 
report as based not on intelligence 
but on the long-held political views 
of some of its members. DCI Bush 
agreed and noted that the competitive 
analysis effort had contributed little 
to the analytic judgments of the 1976 
Soviet strategic NIE.

President Jimmy Carter took 
office in January 1977 and replaced 
Bush as DCI with Stansfield Turner. 
During Turner’s tenure, OSR contin-
ued to provide extensive arms control 
intelligence support to the Carter 
administration and to contribute to 
key military NIEs. Stevens encour-
aged OSR to work more closely 
with OSI and the Office of Weapons 
Intelligence (OWI). Both OSI and 
OWI had been transferred from the 
DS&T to the DI in November 1976, 
and Evans Hineman, who had been 
the director of OWI before the move, 
remained as its head. Huffstutler, 
who had been the head of OSR’s 
Theater Forces Division, was then 
sent to OWI as Hineman’s deputy to 

The Huffstutler Transition

help enhance cooperation between 
the two offices.

In April 1977, Graybeal reorga-
nized OSR by enlarging the Programs 
Analysis Division to create a new 
Military-Economic Analysis Center. 
He did so in response to continued 
criticism of CIA’s assessments of 
Soviet defense spending. The change 
was designed to strengthen OSR’s 
research on Soviet and other commu-
nist military programs, including cost 
analysis of Chinese defense spend-
ing. Graybeal also altered the Strate-
gic Evaluation Center to reflect a new 
emphasis on force effectiveness and 
on military policy and doctrine. One 
of his goals was to have OSR provide 
better support for special projects 
done jointly with other DI offic-
es. Meanwhile, OSR continued to 
contribute heavily to NIEs on Soviet 
strategic capabilities and global goals 
and intentions.

In late 1978, Graybeal decided 
to retire, and Huffstutler replaced 
him in early 1979. Huffstutler had 
a long background as a military and 
technical analyst in ORR and then in 
OSR and OWI. Huffstutler inherited 
an office that would soon became the 
largest in the DI and which continued 
to contribute heavily to the SALT and 
MBFR negotiations and to various 
military NIEs.

What was to have been Clarke’s 
one-year assignment in Vienna in 
1973 lasted until 1978. By then, 
DCI Colby had abolished ONE and 
replaced it with individual NIOs who 
reported to a new deputy to the DCI 
for National Intelligence. DCI Turner 

The competitive analysis on Soviet strategic objectives 
was by far the most contentious and had the most lasting 
political impact.
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subsequently created NFAC in Oc-
tober 1977 by combining the DI and 
the NIOs under a single leader, and 
he then appointed Robert Bowie, an 
academic, as its first director. Mean-
while, Clarke, after brief stints at the 
Pentagon under Secretary of Defense 
Harold Brown and at the Department 
of Energy under Secretary Schlesing-
er, joined Bowie’s staff at NFAC in 
early 1979.

When Bowie retired in August 
1979, Turner replaced him with 
Clarke, who inherited his former 
OSR division chief John Hicks as 
his deputy. Clarke had developed a 
close relationship with Turner years 
before, and, with DCI approval, he 
soon made two major organizational 
changes in NFAC. One was merg-
ing OSI and OWI into the Office of 
Scientific and Weapons Research in 
early 1980, with Wayne Boring as 
its director. The other was putting all 
the NIOs into the new NIC in late 
1979 with Richard Lehman as its 
chairman. Clarke believed the NIOs 
needed a strong organizational struc-
ture and firm leadership to function 
as a corporate Intelligence Commu-
nity body.

Turner took a strong interest in 
the strategic military NIEs that CIA 
prepared and believed he had the 
right to express his own views in 
them. He also believed CIA should 
have a strong independent voice in 
the estimative process, primarily be-
cause it was less influenced by policy 
bias and could be more objective in 
its analysis. As a result, in the 1979 
NIE on Soviet strategic capabilities 
for nuclear conflict, Turner expressed 
his support of the CIA judgment that 
the Soviet Union had not achieved 
enough strategic military superiority 
for its leaders to risk provoking a nu-

clear conflict with the United States. 
DIA and the other military intelli-
gence services strongly objected.a

The 1980 NIE contained two sets 
of key judgments, the first repre-
senting the DCI and CIA and the 
second, DIA and those of the military 
services. The latter argued that CIA’s 
analysis was based on a net assess-
ment of Soviet and US capabilities 
that was not a proper function of an 
intelligence agency and should be 

a. See NIE 11-3/8-79, Soviet Capabilities 
for Strategic Nuclear Conflict Through 
the 1980s, in Intentions and Capabilities, 
407–28, cited above.

done by the Defense Department.  As 
DCI, Turner rebutted this position, 
stating that he did not believe it was 
in the national interest for the Penta-
gon to control all comparisons of US 
and opposing military forces.c

b

Soon after Clarke took over 
NFAC in 1979, Huffstutler and OSR 
began a major research paper on 
the development of Soviet mili-
tary power since the fall of Soviet 
Premier Khrushchev in 1964. This 
was to be an in-depth project that 

b. Ibid, 429–65.

c. Raymond L. Garthoff, “Estimating Sovi-
et Military Intentions and Capabilities” in 
Watching the Bear, 169–70.

Victor III-Class submarines, the quietest and most advanced version of nu-
clear-powered attack submarines, were in widespread use in the Soviet Navy 
beginning in the late 1960s.
The image above is a work of a sailor or employee of the US Navy taken as part of that person’s official 
duties, and as such is in the public domain in the United States.
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would be ready in time for a new US 
presidential administration. The final 
product, titled “The Development of 
Soviet Military Power: Trends Since 
1965 and Prospects for the 1980s,” 
took two years to prepare and drew 
on input from every office in NFAC. 
It was a comprehensive survey that 
took into account political, econom-
ic, and technical factors as well as 
military ones, and was more deeply 
researched and balanced than the cur-
rent national estimates. By the time 
it was issued in April 1981, Ronald 
Reagan had become president and 
appointed William Casey as his DCI.a

Casey took over CIA with a 
strong belief that the agency needed 
to be strengthened and improved if it 
was to have a prominent part in pro-
viding intelligence support to Reagan 
and his foreign policy advisors. 
Casey was the first DCI to become 
a member of the Cabinet, and he 
wanted CIA to concentrate on what 
he saw as a growing Soviet threat to 
US foreign national security inter-
ests, particularly in the Third World. 
Casey was also a vocal critic of 
CIA’s previous analysis of the Soviet 
Union, including the strategic forces 
estimates, which he thought were too 
benign. Thus, one of his first acts on 
taking office was to commission an 

a. CIA’s Analysis of the Soviet Union, 
1947–1991—A Documentary Collection, 
Gerald K. Haines and Robert E. Leggett, 
eds. (Center for the Study of Intelligence, 
2001), 295–310; available online at https://
www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-
of-intelligence/csi-publications/books-and-
monographs/cias-analysis-of-the-soviet-
union-1947-1991/sr_81_10035x.pdf).

update of NIE 11-4-78, “Soviet Goals 
and Expectations in the Global Power 
Arena,” which had been published 
three years before. It was delivered as 
a “Memorandum to Holders” in mid-
1981; it, in effect, drew a new, more 
hostile, picture of Soviet intentions, 
over the objections of State’s INR 
and the the IC representative of the 
Treasury Department.b

Casey made no immediate chang-
es to NFAC and kept Clarke as its di-
rector. However, Clarke did not have 
a favorable opinion of the new DCI, 
whom he believed had strong parti-
san political views. Clarke decided to 
retire in April 1981, and he was soon 
replaced as by John McMahon, the 
deputy director for operations at the 
time. Huffstutler stayed on as OSR’s 
director and announced another reor-
ganization of OSR soon after Mc-
Mahon took over. The reorganization 
was not a major restructuring, but it 
expanded the global focus of OSR’s 
military analysis by adding Latin 
America and Africa to its current 
intelligence and military research 
responsibilities.

The new OSR structure lasted 
only six months, when McMahon 
proposed reorganizing NFAC along 
regional rather than functional 
lines to better serve intelligence 
consumers, most of whom had a 
regional focus. By October 1981, 
with Casey’s approval, four former 
functional offices containing politi-

b. Memorandum to Holders (M/H) of NIE 
11-4-78, “Soviet Goals and Expectations in 
the Global Power Arena,” 7 July 1981, in 
Intentions and Capabilities, 469–74.

OSR’s Legacy

cal, economic, military, and societal 
analysts were integrated into five new 
regional offices. Most former OSR 
analysts were sent to SOVA, while 
others went to the Offices of East 
Asian Analysis (OEA), Near Eastern 
and South Asian Analysis, Europe-
an Analysis, and African and Latin 
American Analysis (ALA).

Once the reorganization was 
complete, and after NFAC was recon-
stituted as the Directorate of Intelli-
gence, SOVA became by far the larg-
est and most productive office in the 
directorate. Huffstutler was its first 
director, and he recalls that it was a 
strong, well-balanced unit. According 
to Huffstutler, SOVA produced about 
one-third of the current intelligence 
reports and drafted 40 percent of the 
national estimates CIA issued in the 
early years of the Reagan administra-
tion. SOVA got off to such a fast start 
because most of the existing OSR 
divisions, including Strategic Forces, 
Theater Forces, Military-Econom-
ic, and Strategic Evaluation, were 
transferred to SOVA almost intact. In 
addition to this large cadre, leaders 
added Soviet political, economic, 
and societal analysts from other Dl 
offices.

As testament to the leadership 
skills and reputations Bruce Clarke 
had fostered since he first headed 
OSR, McMahon placed former OSR 
senior managers in charge of three of 
the five new regional offices. 

Clarke’s departure in early 1981 
and OSR’s demise later in the year 
marked the end of a vital era of mili-
tary intelligence analysis in CIA, but 

Casey took over CIA with a strong belief that the agency 
needed to be strengthened and improved if it was to have 
a prominent part in providing intelligence support to Rea-
gan and his foreign policy advisors. 
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OSR’s legacy of strong leadership 
and rigorous analysis lasted well into 
the next decade. Clarke’s role as a 
mentor was marked by the extraordi-
nary number of former OSR analysts 
and managers who rose to senior 
positions in CIA, including those of 
DDCI, DDI, deputy director for ad-
ministration, and executive director, 
and office director.

Regarding OSR’s legacy of mili-
tary analysis, SOVA continued to be 
the most productive Dl office because 
of the high interest of the Reagan and 
Bush administrations in the Soviet 
Union up to and after its collapse. 
DCI Casey selected Robert Gates 
to replace McMahon in early 1982. 
Gates had a strong personal interest 
in the Soviet Union, and during his 
period as DDI and DDCI from 1982 
to 1989, he reviewed virtually all of 
SOVA’s analytic products, including 
draft NIEs, on Soviet-related issues. 
Gates then became an avid consumer 
of SOVA’s intelligence output from 
1989 to November 1991, when he 
moved to the White House to serve 
as deputy national security advisor 
under President Bush and Brent 
Scowcroft. In November 1991, Gates 
returned to CIA as DCI, where he 
remained until January 1993.

OSR made a major contribution to 
ensuring that CIA was able to provide 

policymakers with essential strategic 
military and military-economic intel-
ligence support during the period of 
its existence, and its legacy of leader-
ship and analysis continued through 
the end of the Cold War. This brief 
history of OSR began with a quote 
from DDI R. Jack Smith and will end 
with a quote from former DDI and 
DCI Robert Gates in his book From 
the Shadows, which covers his years 
of service in CIA during six presiden-
tial administrations.

Although critical of some of CIA’s 
shortcomings, Gates stated:

The great continuing strength 
and success of the analysts of 
CIA and the Intelligence Com-
munity was in describing with 
amazing accuracy from the late 
1960s until the Soviet collapse 
the actual military strength and 
capabilities of the Soviet Union 
. . . we located and counted 
with precision the number of 
deployed aircraft, tanks, ships, 
and strategic weapons. And 
the numbers and capabilities 
could be relied upon, with 
confidence, by the Executive 
Branch (including the Defense 

Department), the Congress, and 
our allies, both in arms control 
negotiations and in military 
planning.

Perhaps the Intelligence Com-
munity’s greatest contribution 
was that during the last half 
of the Cold War, there were no 
significant strategic surpris-
es—no more “bomber gaps” or 
“missile gaps” as in the 1950s. 
Further, our detailed knowledge 
of Soviet forces and capabilities 
after the middle 1960s made it 
virtually impossible for the So-
viets to bluff us, and this helped 
prevent miscalculations and 
misunderstandings that could 
have destroyed the world . . . 
for a quarter century, American 
Presidents and the Congress 
negotiated and made decisions 
with confidence in our knowl-
edge of the adversary’s actual 
military strength—a confidence 
that was justified.a

a. Robert M. Gates, From the Shadows: The 
Ultimate Insider’s Story of Five Presidents 
and How They Won the Cold War (Simon 
and Schuster, 1996), 262.
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OSR made a major contribution to ensuring that CIA was 
able to provide policymakers with essential strategic 
military and military-economic intelligence support during 
the period of its existence . . .


